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Press release 
ROMANS LANGOBARDORUM 

VIII edizione - “Autari: guerre, popoli e religioni” 

Lombard historical reenactment, 16-17-18 October 2020 

 

 
Historical association “Invicti Lupi” with the patronage and contribution of Romans d’Isonzo’s municipality, Friuli Venezia-

Giulia Region, “Consiglio Regionale FVG”, “Fondazione Cassa di Risparmio di Gorizia”, “Ente Turismo FVG”, “UTI Collio-

Alto FVG”, BCC of Staranzano and Villesse, research group “I Scussons”, association “Liberatorio d’arto Fulvio Zonch”, of the 

“Civico Museo Nazionale” of Romans, regional UISP, “Società Filologia Friulana” “Società Friulana di Archeologia”, “Italia 

Medievale”, “Centro Servizi Volontariato FVG”, all of the historical groups “Langobardia Maior” and “Ecofeste FVG”, is proud 

to announce the eighth edition of historical reenactment “ROMANS LANGOBARDORUM”, which will take place in Romans 

d’Isonzo on the 16-17-18 October 2020. 

 

The theme of 2020 edition will be “Autari: wars, people, religions” and it will focused on Autari’s reign, during which takes 

places the true birth of Longobards Reign through wars, clashes and shuffles of various people, religious clashes and much more. 

The eight edition of the reenactment will be back at the Fipsas lakes of Romans d’Isonzo, the most characteristic place for a 

manifestation of this kind. It will be present: an historical area which will host the camps and living history activities of many 

reenactment groups from various Italian and European regions (Hungary, Austria, Germany, Spain, Bulgaria); a conference area 

suitable for disclosure historical hosted by important speakers and experts of the historical period, with the presence of dr. Nicola 

Bergamo, of dr. Angelo Floramo and dr. Roberto Tirelli; an area for the fighting shows; an area for the great live show of the 

power metal band “Elvenking” of Saturday evening; a well-stoked dining area; an area for the artistic displays; an historical 

market and a didactic area for children and boys alike. 

 

Following the medical emergency we are living the historical reenactment will change dates from the past years and it’s 

postponed to October month. 

Romans Langobardorum present itself as the biggest Lombards historical reenactment on the Italian territory, with the objective of 

becoming a reference point also in the European contest. Given the importance of this cultural event for the historical 

enhancement of our territory, it is our commitment to try to keep it alive and to achieve it despite the many difficulties that this 

2020 is bringing us. We are the heirs of an important historical past, it is our task and commitment to enhance it and make 

it usable for present and future generations through all the tools available to us. 
 

The other important news of the year is adhesion to the regional project “ECOFESTA” in order to give our contribution to 

the fundamental commitment of respect and preservation of surrounding ambient, respecting and curing it with concrete 

actions. 

 

This manifestation wants to add itself to the other activities focused to enhance and valorize the Longobard past of Romans 

d’Isonzo, including, but not only, the “Archaeological Civic Museum” and the archaeological park created near the Longobards 

necropolis discovered during 1986, place where “Invicti Lupi” association keeps the guided tours with tourist and schools.   

 

We give you an appointment from Friday 16th to Sunday 18st October, the complete program will be available soon. 

The reenactment will take place with every weather condition. 

 

For more information you can visit our Facebook and Instagram pages “Invicti Lupi” and “Romans Langobardorum”, and our 

website www.invictilupi.org 

The trailer of the reenactment is available on our YouTube channel: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-wry_pIkdWA&t=10s 

 

Best Regards 

Matteo Grudina 

Invicti Lupi’s president 
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